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Robot Pro-Wrestling Times
My own robots dreams -everything robots-

Children Wildly Excited at Our First Performances
in China!
Robot pro-wrestling event 'Dekinnoka!' was held at

actually had to have an additional performance as

event called ‘Market Faire Chengdu’ in Sichuan

well at the end.

province and ‘Maker Faire Xi'am’ in Shaanxi

Children at China events were all very

province. We had eight people including robot artists

enthusiastic to get to know about Robots and we

and staffs came from Japan to participate in Chengdu

had tons of questions after our performances.

event and nine for the Xi'am event. Both events had

We hope their experiences at our events led

three shows including popular matches among fans

them to have more interest towards robots

in Japan such as Ryuketsu-Kamen vs King Kaiser or

overall as it’s the main reason for us to operate

Tokotoko-Maru vs Afro.

these events.

We were concerned about attracting customers for

Robot

these events as we had heard previously that the

continuously be held in Japan as well as in all

normal ‘pro-wrestling’ games were even not as

over the sea from now on and we hope to keep

popular in China compare to that in Japan. However,

broaden children’s interests and knowledge on

contrary to our concern the events were great success

robots how they are fun and amazingly well-

and had around 200 children at each event, which we

made.

pro-wrestling

‘Dekinnoka!’

Ryuketsu-Kamen appeared in both main events,
gracing the very first performance in China.

will

The last show in Xi’an was held at a main stage of the
event and about 500 to 600 people came to watch the
show.

―――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――――

What is Robot Pro-Wrestling ‘Dekinnoka!’ ?
Robot pro-wrestling ‘Dekinnoka!’ is a robot
entertaining show with humanoid robots. We have
established this group in November 3rd, 2008,
hoping to make an opportunity for children to
become more interested in ‘Handmade’ through
these exciting and cool handmade robot pro-

Our shows are held in countries including Japan, U.S., and China!

wrestling show.
We have earned good reputations from children

We have focused and spending times more

Please go ahead and take a look at our Robot

starting from local festivals or handmade craft events

on its performance (design) how we could

Entertainment Show! This Robot Pro-

in Japan. Currently we had held this show for 32

maximize the surprises and enjoyments for

Wrestling is THE ONLY Robot Entertainment

times in total within different countries including in

our audience through the show. We believe

show in a world where you can experience the

Japan, United States, and China.

that will lead children to lower the threshold

lots of fun and surprises of robot technologies!

Robot pro-wrestling’s main purpose is not just about

and to make them wonder or become

a tournament game which intended to decide the

interested in these robot technologies.

winner. It is the ENTERTAINMENT show.

Robot Pro-Wresting ‘Dekinnoka’ Show
will be held at Maker Faire Tokyo 2017!
You can see our show at Maker Faire Tokyo 2017!! Don’t miss this exciting show!!
< Booth no. >

< Saturday, August 5, 2017 >

G-07-01 13:00/ 15:30/ 18:00
* YOUTUBE Channel ：https://www.youtube.com/user/atamo21

< Sunday, August 6, 2017 >

11:00/ 14:00/ 17:00
* Our Web-Site (Japanese)： http://www.ryuketsu-kamen.jp/robot
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